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February 3, 2012
Office of the Comptroller of the Currency
250 E Street, SW
Mail Stop 2‐3
Washington, D.C. 20219
Document ID OCC‐2010‐0003
RIN 1557‐AC99

Mr. Robert E. Feldman
Executive Secretary
Attention: Comments
Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation
550 17th Street, NW
Washington, D.C. 20429
RIN3064‐AD70

Ms. Jennifer J. Johnson
Secretary
Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
System
20th Street and Constitution Avenue, NW
Washington, D.C. 20551
Docket No. R‐1401
RIN 7100‐AD61
RE: Risk‐Based Capital Guidelines: Market Risk; Alternative Guidelines to Credit Ratings for
Debt and Securitization Positions

Ladies and Gentlemen:
Andrew Davidson & Co., Inc. (AD&Co) welcomes the opportunity to comment on the
proposed methodologies for calculating specific risk capital requirements for securitization
positions under the market risk capital rules in the amendment of the January 2011 NPR. We
are a fixed‐income research, analytics and consulting firm, specializing in MBS, ABS and
structured securities. We provide prepayment, credit and valuation models, and consulting
services to over 150 financial institutions. Approximately one‐third of our clients are
depository institutions.
The comments herein relate primarily to securitized assets, which fall under our area of
expertise.
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Executive Summary
We continue to support the overall goal of reducing reliance on external credit ratings in
calculating risk‐based capital requirements for securitization exposures. However, any
alternative method should be an improvement to the current system. We believe that the
proposed SSFA method is fundamentally flawed because the formula relies on inappropriate
drivers for differentiating credit risk within the same asset class. The SSFA has the unintended
consequence of grossly underestimating the amount of required capital necessary to protect a
firm against unexpected losses.
Fundamental Flaws of SSFA







Kg, a key input to SSFA, is highly insensitive to the underlying risk exposure of the
securitization.
The supervisory floor ratio does not take into consideration the lag between rapidly rising
delinquencies and realized losses and therefore, grossly underestimates required capital
of underperforming assets.
SSFA does not take into consideration structural features (i.e. trigger mechanisms,
reserve accounts, payment rules), which could potentially reduce capital charges for
higher risk positions.
SSFA does not give credit to assets held at a discount to par. The discount presumably
provides additional protection against further losses.

Recommended Approach: A Multi‐Scenario Cash Flow Method
We recommend that risk‐based capital (RBC) be determined by analytical measures of risk,
derived from multi‐scenario cash flows. A cash flow approach has several advantages over the
proposed SSFA, which we highlight below.
A multi‐scenario cash flow method:







better distinguishes the credit risk within the same asset class.
is the best approach for capturing the structural complexity of securitizations such as
trigger mechanism, payment rules, seniority in the capital structure, and tranche
thickness.
is more effective at capturing the lag between rapidly rising delinquencies and realized
losses and thus adjusts risk‐based capital requirements to reflect underperforming assets
in a more timely manner.
better evaluates tail risk, which is a better measure of excess capital required to protect
firms against insolvency.

We believe it is imprudent to adopt the SSFA approach, which sacrifices risk sensitivity over
simplicity, and results in inferior approximations of credit risk compared to the credit ratings
approach currently in effect.
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Exa
ample 1: Wha
at if the SSFA
A were in effe
ect during thee credit crisis of 2007‐09?
Exh
hibit 1. SSFA RBC for ABX 06‐2 AA

Sou
urce: Intex, Blloomberg, AD
D&Co
Exh
hibit 1 above shows
s
the priice and collatteral perform ance of ABX 006‐2 AA from
m the beginnin
ng
months of the crrisis through the
t end of 20
008. In additi on, it shows tthe RBC that would have b
been
S
assuming a Kg of 8%.
required by the SSFA,
As delinquencies
d
s on the morttgages underllying the ABXX increased faster than exp
pected, investtors
realized that lossses on subprime RMBS could be significcantly greater than originaally anticipateed.
ously during tthe period beetween mid‐2
2007 to mid‐
As a consequencce, ABX pricess fell precipito
200
08. Over the same
s
period, senior bondss were paid ddown resulting in increased
d credit support
of junior tranche
es. The increaase in credit support
s
causees the SSFA R
RBC to declinee as shown in the
u
the second half of 200
08 that the SSSFA RBC startts to “catch u
up” to realized
d
graph. It is not until
lossses. By this time,
t
the ABX
X had lost 80%
% of its value.
When contrastin
ng the theoretical perform
mance of the SSSFA to current ratings‐bassed method, the
b
job of assigning
a
RBCC during the ccredit crisis. TThe first crediit
ratings‐based method did a better
wngrade of on
ne of the und
derlying bonds of ABX 06‐22 AA occurred
d in August 20
007. By Marcch
dow
200
08, half of the
e underlying securities
s
of the ABX 06‐2 A
AA had already been downgraded, and
d the
majjority of these
e downgrades were below
w investment grade levels. That same m
month, the SSFA
cap
pital charge would
w
have reaached its nad
dir. By Octobeer 2008, 14 o
of the 20 of th
he ABX 06‐2
securities were rated
r
below investment grrade by at leaast one ratingg agency. It to
ook longer fo
or
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the SSFA to begin to adjust to
o deterioratin
ng performan ce of the ABXX, which is on
ne of the princcipal
eve that adop
pting the SSFA
A would be a serious step backwards.
reasons we belie
Exa
ample 2 – RBC
C for an ABX 06‐2
0
Transaction
Exh
hibit 2. Creditt Profile of CW
WABS 2006‐8
8 – Priced at PPar

Exh
hibit 2 shows our
o estimated
d credit losse
es for the threee remaining senior tranch
hes of CWABSS
200
06‐8, a compo
onent of ABX 2006‐2, across 19 scenarioos of increasiing economicc stress. The
estiimates are as of December 2011. The results
r
are geenerated by u
using AD&Co’ss
LoanDynamics™—our residen
ntial mortgagge credit mod el—to projecct loan level ccash flows and
d
lossses across a variety
v
of econ
nomic scenarrios. These looan level cash
h flows are fed
d into the deaal
cash flow waterffall model to project cash flows
f
and lossses for each ttranche. Thee tranche cred
dit
n in present value
v
terms asssuming a hoolding price off par.
lossses are shown
All three
t
tranche
es have current credit supp
port of 27%. Yet because of their sequ
uential paymeent
rule
es their creditt risk varies su
ubstantially. 2A4 credit loosses vary from
m 50%‐80% aacross the stress
scenarios; 2A3 varies
v
from 15
5%‐60%; 2A2
2 does not inccur credit lossses in any sceenario.
When presented
d with a credit profile such
h as that preseented in Exhibit 2, it is alm
most elementaary
to set
s capital req
quirements in
n a consistentt and accuratee manner. One simply cho
ooses the
con
nfidence level (e.g. “I want to survive sccenarios 1‐17””) and sets caapital requirement
accordingly. In the
t examples below we de
emonstrate a method thatt assigns capittal based on a
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metric called Expected Shortfall (ES), which is the weighted‐average credit loss in the four
‘Extreme Stress’ scenarios1.
Exhibit 3. CWABS 2006‐8 RBC Using Ratings, SSFA and Cash Flow Methods

SSFA Submetrics
Current
Credit
Tranche Support (%)
2A2
27.2
2A3
27.2
2A4
27.2

RBC (%)

Assumed
Holding
Supervisory
Price
ES Kssfa Minimum Ratings SSFA CFM
A
100 0.00 0.04
8.00
4.00
8.00
0.56
CCC
100 55.76 0.04
8.00 100.00
8.00 55.76
C
100 78.59 0.04
8.00 100.00
8.00 78.59

Median
Credit
Rating

Exhibit 3 compares the RBC assigned by three methods: a ratings approach, SSFA and a scenario‐
based cash flow method (CFM). The ratings method, which takes into account structural features
and payment rules, differentiates the credit risk of the 2A2 and lower classes. It assigns 4%
capital to 2A2 and 100% to both the 2A3 and 2A4. These capital requirements are sufficient to
protect all 19 scenarios shown in Exhibit 2.
In contrast, the SSFA method assigns a capital charge of 8% to all three tranches. All three
tranches have identical credit support of 27%. Because this amount of credit support is high
relative to base Kg (assuming 8%), the resulting Kssfa for each tranche is only 0.04%. Since the Kssfa
is less than the supervisory minimum risk weighting of 8%, the supervisory minimum goes into
effect. The supervisory minimum risk weight is based on cumulative losses of the underlying
securities of 6.11%. In our opinion, the SSFA RBC of 8% probably overstates the credit risk of
2A2, but grossly understates the credit risk of the 2A3 and 2A4 tranches. In the most extreme
stress scenarios depicted in Exhibit 2, 2A3 and 2A4 would be undercapitalized by at least 40% and
70%, respectively.
As stated earlier, the CFM assigns RBC based on the ES measure. Class 2A2 experiences no losses
in any scenario as shown in Exhibit 2, and therefore is assigned a regulatory capital floor of 56bp.
The capital charge for tranches 2A3 and 2A4 are set to the ES of 55% and 78%, respectively,
which provides sufficient capital to survive all but scenarios 18 and 19.
Of all three methods, we believe that the multi‐scenario cash flow method is the best approach
for evaluating RBC. While we do not favor ratings as a tool for evaluating RBC, the ratings based
method at least differentiates between the credit risks of 2A2 and lower classes. The ratings
based method also requires more than sufficient capital for the 2A2 and all classes to survive a
severe economic downturn compared to the RBC assigned by the SSFA. The SSFA method
neither differentiates credit risk nor allocates sufficient capital to the 2A2 or A3 classes.

1

Scenario weights are based upon a loss distribution called ‘3‐Part Vasicek’. It is an extension of Oldrich
Vasicek’s model for loan‐portfolio losses. For more on 3‐Part Vasicek, see “Credit Loss Distribution: Credit
OAS vs. Vasicek”, parts 1, 2, and 3.
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We should menttion that our example usess 19 stress sceenarios. We believe that regulators should
oose the econ
nomic scenarios used to de
etermine capiital levels, as they did duriing the
cho
Sup
pervisory Capital Assessme
ent Program (SCAP).
(
Finaally, we did not ‘cherry‐picck’ securities that make th e SSFA metho
od look bad. Any securityy that
has



collateraal with delinquency pipelin
nes greater thhan those antticipated by Kg, but with m
most
losses no
ot yet realized
d or
paymentt rules other than credit su
upport that eeffect tranchee credit risk

is att risk of beingg undercapitaalized under the
t SSFA met hodology. W
We should also
o mention thaat
the payment rule highlighted in this transaaction, sequeential principaal paydowns, is both comm
mon
and
d relatively strraightforward
d compared to other, mor e esoteric, paayment rules such as triggers,
step
p‐downs, and
d implied writte‐down featu
ures. Any meethod of assiggning capital tthat does nott
adju
ust to collateral credit performance and
d utilize the ttransaction’s cash flow waaterfall, risks
bein
ng undercapitalized, some
etimes criticallly so.
Exa
ample 3: RBC
C and Discoun
nt Securities
The
e loss projections for the CWABS
C
06‐8 securitization in the previo
ous example aassume that tthe
securities were held
h by an invvestor at a price of par. Inn this examplee, we assumee that the inveestor
marrks his holdings in 2A3 and
d 2A4 down to prices of $550 and $25, reespectively.
Exh
hibit 4. Creditt Profile of CW
WABS 2006‐8
8—Discounteed Prices
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Exhibit 4 shows the credit profile of the securities, adjusting for their lower marks. In most
scenarios the investor no longer incurs credit losses. In those scenarios where losses occur, they
are significantly lower than those shown in Exhibit 2.
Exhibit 5. CWABS 2006‐8 RBC using Ratings, SSFA and Cash Flow Methods – Discounted Prices

SSFA Submetrics
Current
Credit
Tranche Support (%)
2A2
27.2
2A3
27.2
2A4
27.2

RBC (%)

Median
Credit
Rating

Assumed
Holding
Supervisory
Price
ES Kssfa Minimum Ratings SSFA CFM
A
100 0.00 0.04
8.00
4.00
8.00
0.56
CCC
50 55.76 0.04
8.00 100.00
8.00 11.53
C
25 78.59 0.04
8.00 100.00
8.00 14.36

Exhibit 5 again compares the RBC assigned by SSFA to those assigned using the ratings and cash
flow methods. The cash flow method, which is based on comparing cash flows to holding prices,
seamlessly adjusts capital levels to holding prices; CFM capital requirements are significantly
lower than those shown in Exhibit 3. The SSFA assigns the same capital to each security,
regardless of the price at which the investor holds the security. The ratings based method also
does not adjust RBC to holding price, but again it does a better job of differentiating the credit
risk of the tranches. It also does not undercapitalize any of the securities.
We believe that regulators should encourage banks to recognize credit losses earlier rather than
later. Allowing capital relief as banks write down the value of their investments is one way of
doing so. Additionally, banks should be allowed to invest in securities bought at a discount, if
management can demonstrate that credit losses will be low even in stressed scenarios and the
bond meets the bank’s investment objectives.
Considerations for Adopting a Multi‐Scenario Cash Flow Method for Determining RBC
We recognize there is an implementation cost in considering the adoption of a multi‐scenario
cash flow approach for determining RBC. However, we believe that it is imprudent to settle on
an approach that sacrifices risk sensitivity for the sake of simplicity. Most large banks already use
multi‐scenario cash flows in their internal risk assessment. For smaller community banks that do
not have the internal capacity, there are commercially available tools for performing cash flow
analysis.
Any movement away from the simple formula as set forth by the proposed regulations to a more
sophisticated multi‐scenario cash flow method will necessarily entail a certain level of validation
of third party or internal analytic systems on the part of regulators. The OCC’s recently issued
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guidance on model validation2 could serve as a sound foundation for the type of validation that
should be applied to internal analyses or third party analytical vendors.
As part of this validation process, regulators should be actively involved and responsible for both
validating the inputs (such as severity of the economic stresses) as well as the models used to
estimate losses. If the regulators choose not to house such validation staff in‐house, we believe
that such validation could also be performed by external parties that are independent of the
firms whose models were being validated, as long as the validation guidelines are clearly
established.
Example 4: Model Validation
In this section we give two examples of validation reports that regulators should ask banks and
third‐party vendors to provide to support their analytics.
Exhibit 6. Historical Model Performance Report

Exhibit 6 is an example of the type of historical validation report that regulators should request.
It compares actual‐versus‐model comparisons of 2006‐originated subprime voluntary
prepayment (CRR) and default (CDR) rates across time. This is only one of dozens of historical
performance reports that could be generated quarterly to determine the performance of
empirical models. Analytical providers should be required to demonstrate that analytical models
calibrated to historical data provide both good in‐ and out‐of sample fits across a variety of
dimensions.

2

Supervisory Guidance on Model Risk Management, April 4, 2011
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Exh
hibit 7. Loss Projections
P

Exh
hibit 7 shows our
o model’s average
a
loss projections
p
byy product typ
pe and vintage. Losses aree
sho
own as percen
nt of original balance. The
ey are as‐of M
May 2011 (thee date of our llast model
rele
ease) using ou
ur internal baase‐case home
e price (HPI) sscenario.
Reggulators should define a se
et of economiic scenarios aand ask bankss and third‐paarty vendors tto
provide loss fore
ecasts for a sttandard set off instrumentss under thesee scenarios. TThis would allow
regulators to eassily identify analytical sourrces that provvide forecastss outside the range of
ders.
anaalytical provid
Con
nclusion
While we support the goal off reducing the
e reliance on rratings when calculating R
RBC
requirements, we
w believe thaat the SSFA method
m
presennted in the NPR is fundamentally flaweed in
a manner
m
that will
w grossly und
dercapitalize securitizationn positions. W
When evaluating the credit
riskk of securitization exposure
es, it is criticaal to use a meethod that bo
oth adjusts to
und
derperformingg collateral in
n a timely manner and takees into consid
deration all sttructural feattures
of the transactio
on. We recom
mmend that regulators adoopt a multi‐sccenario cash fflow method in
whiich regulatorss define a set of stress scenarios and vaalidate the mo
odels used to
o forecast credit
lossses.
We believe that adoption of the
t SSFA approach, which sacrifices acccuracy for sim
mplicity, will
ngerously und
dercapitalize many
m
securitiization expossures and is an inferior meethod of assiggning
dan
RBC
C than the currrent ratings‐‐based metho
od.
Sinccerely,
And
drew Davidso
on
President
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